
May, 2023


Dear Friends,


Good Day to all our friends and supporters and those who continue to 
have interest in our work.


Things are going well with us humans and the birds.  Returning home to North Carolina was 
still the right choice, but I think we are better off for the 2 year diversion just to see if a new 
environment would work for all.  It wasn’t harmful to any, but now that we’ve settled back in 
things are even better.  The adjustment period(s) were short and now over.  Back home!


We are in what seems to be a permanent hold regarding taking in any more birds.  Neither 
Balinda or I have any space left but at the same time can no longer operate at capacity.  We 
are maintaining further education to any and all who contact us in the hopes we can help them 
keep their birds, rather than they go back out into society.  In some cases, that’s not possible, 
but is our first course of aid.  Otherwise, we will try to help people find other places for their 
birds.  We are in our 34th year and come March we hit 35 years still operating under the 
original founder.  


Thanks to all who have contributed with monetary support as well as food and cage donations.  
We no longer have room to accept any cages, but the monetary and food donations are 
extremely important in order to serve those birds under our care.


The outreach programs; ongoing pubic education and parrot pet therapy have been halted 
permanently, largely in part to my inability to keep up with that and care for the birds’ daily 
needs, but through this update and the website, of which the content never changes simply 
because the information contained therein still applies, we continue on, just smaller and slower.


Should you have any questions, feel free to contact us at the information below and on this 
site.


Sincerely Yours,


Mary Bradford, Founder/Operator


The Tropics Exotic Bird Refuge, Inc.    	 	 	 EMAIL:  katzmary30@gmail.com


2401 Woodsdale Street, Kannapolis, NC 28081  	        WEBSITE:  www.parrotrefuge.com



